
As we mentioned in last
month’s “Innovation”
column, the OpenSource
GPS Project began in 1995 

as a noncommercial alternative to the
pioneering GPS Builder product
introduced by GEC Plessey Semicon-
ductor in Swindon, United Kingdom.
(GEC Plessey was acquired by Mitel
Semiconductor, Ottawa, Canada, in 1998
and reborn in 2001 as Zarlink Semicon-
ductor.) Based on the same family of GPS
chipsets, OpenSource GPS provides
students an opportunity to learn about
GPS by experimenting with the hardware
and software of a GPS receiver.

Last month, we discussed the hard-
ware platform and its evolution. The 
current version uses the Zarlink GP2015
front-end chip and the GP2021 
12-channel correlator chip. A radio-
frequency board containing both chips
but without baseband signal processing is
available as a daughter board that plugs
into an Industry Standard Architecture
(ISA) card or a Peripheral Component
Interconnect (PCI) card for installation
in a PC. This month, we discuss the proj-
ect software running on a PC, which
communicates with and controls the
actions of the correlator chip and pro-
cesses the chip’s correlator measurements.

Software
OpenSource GPS is a C program writ-
ten in C/C++ and compiles under Bor-

land versions 4.5 and later, Microsoft
Visual C++ 1.5, and DJ’s GNU Pro-
gramming Platform (DJGPP), a free
C++ compiler. The software functional-
ity extends from satellite acquisition and
tracking to the decoding of the naviga-
tion message and to producing raw
pseudorange and delta-pseudorange
(carrier-phase) measurements.

The software uses a single interrupt
routine to handle the tracking loops and
find the navigation message. All other
functions are handled using a polling
method triggered by flags from the inter-
rupt routine. To reduce connections to
the correlator chip, the PC clock timing
(interrupt [int] 0) is taken over and is
modified to provide an interrupt every
500–900 microseconds to check each
channel for the in-phase (I) and quadra-
ture (Q) correlation data. (See the
accompanying sidebar “Minding Your Is
and Qs” on page 56 for an introduction
to I and Q signal processing.)

Figure 1 is a file-structure diagram of
the software. The program is written in
three sections: The main code runs the
receiver and provides functions that deal
with communication with the correlator
chipset, navigation fixes, and almanac and
ephemeris data management. The sec-
ond section is the matrix library. The
third is the serial-port library. The only
pure input file used is the rcvr_par.dat
file, which contains constants used by the
receiver such as tracking loop constants

for code, carrier for pull-in and tracking,
and flags for various outputs. The
input/output files store almanac and
ephemeris data that are read at the start
of the program and updated when the
program exits. The output files record
data for later analysis.

Each channel provides four correlation
counts. The prompt and dither (either
ahead of or behind the prompt correlator
by 1/2 chip) both have I and Q correla-
tors. By forming a root sum square (rss) of
the in-phase and quadrature values, the
software can determine if they are lined up
with the psuedorange noise (PRN) code.
The in-phase and quadrature correlator
values indicate the phase of the signal. To
track the signal, the software does not
move the correlators directly, it just speeds
up or slows down the carrier and code dig-
itally controlled oscillators (DCOs) to
keep the channel locked in code and car-
rier phase.

As mentioned, the correlator read tim-
ing of the receiver is set by taking over
the PC’s interrupt instruction, int 0,
which normally is used to keep the com-
puter real-time clock up to date. An Intel
8254 counter/timer chip normally inter-
rupts the computer approximately every
50 milliseconds. The software replaces
this interrupt routine with its own
(GPS_interrupt) and sets the interrupt
time to approximately 500 microseconds.
Whenever the interrupt occurs, the soft-
ware checks the channel data register to
see which channels have dumped correla-
tion data. The correlator data are read
and a check is performed to see if a
99.9999-milliseconds tic has occurred. If
it has, the measurement data are stored.
Each channel is processed based on the
state of the channel.

States. State 1 is the acquisition state.
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It performs the code and fre-
quency (Doppler) search to
find a high correlation peak. If
a peak in either the prompt or
delay (dither) correlator (rss of
in-phase and quadrature out-
puts) is greater than the set
threshold, it switches to State
2. When in warm- or cold-
start mode, the Doppler fre-
quency is centered on the
expected value. The search is
conducted with two loops; the
inner loop is the code search,
and the outer is the frequency
search. The code search pat-
tern simply is a slewing of the
PRN code generator by
adding an extra chip of delay after each
correlation sample. Thus, after 1023
samples, every 1/2 chip in code space has
been searched. The frequency search
pattern checks either side of the expected
frequency in integer multiples of the
Doppler search range; that is, (0, +1, –1,
+2, –2, . . . ) 3 200 Hz. The maximum
range depends on what the receiver is
doing. The nominal value is for a warm
start. The value is larger if attempting a
cold start and smaller if the receiver has a
navigation fix. Samples are taken every
millisecond, which allows each frequency
bin to be searched in approximately 1
second, if the software does not go into
State 2.

State 2 is the confirmation state. The
confirmation state stops the search and
dwells at the code offset and Doppler fre-
quency at which the high correlation
peak was found in State 1 to confirm the
presence of the signal to reduce the false
alarm rate. If n of m samples (for exam-
ple, 8 of 10) are greater than the thresh-
old, the software switches to State 3.

State 3 is the pull-in state. In this stage,
the signal has been confirmed, but the
frequency may be off by as much as 500
Hz. The pull-in state attempts to start
tracking the signal to pull the frequency
in close enough so that the carrier phase
can be tracked. In addition, the code loop
is closed after 2 milliseconds and the car-

rier loop is closed after 5 milliseconds to
reduce start-up transients. This state is
enabled for approximately 1500 millisec-
onds. During the last 500 milliseconds of
this time interval, the C/N0 and phase
errors are measured, and the program
attempts to synchronize onto the edge of
a data bit. If the software confirms carrier
and code tracking, it switches to State 4.
Because the frequency is likely to be very
far off, the receiver uses a combination of
a frequency-locked loop (FLL) and a
phase-locked loop (PLL). As the time
progresses in the state, the effect of the
FLL is decreased so that the PLL is
dominant at the end of the state.

State 4 is the normal tracking state. 
The tracking loops are aligned with and
integrate during a data bit (20 millisec-
onds) to track code and 1 millisecond to
track carrier phase. The data message is
recorded and the time is synchronized to
the time of week (TOW) of the data mes-
sage. To reduce the code-tracking noise,
the code-tracking loop is aided by the 
carrier-tracking loop.

The software interprets the navigation
message and computes a navigation fix in
position, velocity, and time according to
the algorithms specified in the Navstar
GPS Space Segment/Navigation User Inter-
faces interface control document (ICD-
GPS-200), now superseded by IS-GPS-
200D. To provide accuracies on the order

of a few meters, all of the cor-
rections must be made. These
include the Sagnac effect, rela-
tivistic effects, and troposphere
and ionosphere models.

Updates. Since the origi-
nal code was developed, it
has been restructured into
library components to make
it more maintainable and
extensible. One added library
outputs National Marine
Electronics Association
(NMEA) formatted messages
on an RS-232 serial port.
This function allows another
computer to incorporate the
position data for other map-

ping and graphical displays.
A Kalman filter was added, made

much easier by using a matrix and vector
package developed for the project.
Upgrades to the software include contin-
uous checks for new almanac and
ephemeris messages and new integrity
checking for data-bit synchronization in
the pull-in routine.

Additional effort has gone into provid-
ing documentation. One of the most-
difficult tasks in any software project is to
obtain good documentation. Although
several good books describe GPS princi-
ples, none goes into the detail required to
understand the complex interaction of
acquisition, tracking, and measurement
generation in a real-time program.
Although the project documentation
necessarily is quite specific to the chipset
used, it also touches on general issues as
well. This documentation is a work in
progress and is available in Portable Doc-
ument Format (PDF) on the project
Web site. Another program called regtest
has been written to test the basic com-
munications and functions of the chipset.
Regtest checks the data bus and address
bus connections between a computer and
the GP2021 and reports any problems.

Displays. Figure 2 shows the first and
main display page when the program is
run. The top of the screen provides gen-
eral data such as software version, inter-

¶ FIGURE 1 OpenSource software source code and data file structure

 



face version (ISA or PCI), position, and
velocity fix information and stays the
same for all of the display pages. The
lower part of the screen provides data for
each channel such as PRN code number
assignment, the tracking state, search fre-
quency, and azimuth and elevation angle
to the satellites. In addition, the Doppler
frequency bit count, number of frame
numbers recorded, subframe identifica-
tion, user range accuracy, almanac page,
number of missed correlations, and
C/N0 are provided.

Four additional screen pages provide
further information about the operation
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¶ FIGURE 5Vertical position scatter plot

¶ FIGURE 2 OpenSource GPS display page 1

¶ FIGURE 4 Horizontal velocity error scatter plot¶ FIGURE 3 Horizontal position error scatter plot

¶ FIGURE 6Vertical velocity scatter plot
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of the receiver and the software. Page 2
provides data about each satellites’
telemetry, TOW navigation message
words, and other parameters used to
determine if the measurements can be
used.

Page 3 adds information about the size
of the corrections for tropospheric and
ionospheric delays that are being used.

Page 4 adds information about the
pseudorange and delta-pseudorange data
for each satellite.

Page 5 adds information about the
parity errors detected in the messages
from each satellite.

Test Results
We have performed both static and kine-
matic tests with the software to deter-
mine how well it works compared with
theory and with the operation of com-
mercial receivers. Figures 3 – 7 show the

results of a static
test run during a
52-hour period
with data
recorded at 
1-minute inter-
vals. This data set was obtained without
the use of a Kalman filter. The circular
error probable is approximately 2.4
meters, and the spherical error probable
is approximately 4.5 meters. Figure 8
shows the dilution of precision (DOP)
values obtained during the test. The per-
formance appears to be comparable to
that of an unaided commercial receiver.

The kinematic test consisted of a
course around the winding, hilly streets
of the Palos Verdes Peninsula in southern
Los Angeles County. We used a Kalman
filter to process the raw measurements.
Figure 9 shows the number of satellites
tracked during the test. Figure 10 is a

comparison of the trajectory obtained
with OpenSource GPS (dark blue) and a
commercial receiver, a Navman Jupiter
(red). We observed noticeable differences
in the two trajectories only in two places
where the number of satellites tracked
was reduced to 1 or 0 satellites.

The Future
Obviously no software is perfect, espe-
cially when written in a developer’s spare
time and without access to sophisticated
test equipment. It appears to work pretty
well; however, several areas have prob-
lems and improvements are needed in
other areas:

¶ FIGURE 10 Automobile trajectory: OpenSource GPS (dark blue) versus
a commercial receiver Navman Jupiter (red). The east–west extent of this plot
is approximately 10 kilometers.

¶ FIGURE 8 DOP levels during the static test

¶ FIGURE 9 Number of satellites tracked by OpenSource GPS during
automobile trajectory

¶ FIGURE 7 Clock frequency error plot
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n The acquisition/pull-in steps inte-
grate during 1 millisecond. A longer inte-
gration time or variable integration time
might be desirable.

n The tracking loops currently inte-
grate during 20 milliseconds for code and
1 millisecond for carrier phase. Again, a
longer integration time or variable inte-
gration time could be desirable.

n Lastly, the tracking loops have not
been optimized and could be greatly
improved.

Since the presentation of the paper on
which this article is based at ION GNSS
2005, work has already begun on version
2.00 of the software in which the code
has been restructured to merge the DOS
version with Linux. Although it is not yet

ready for release as a package, it can be
found at SourceForge in the CVS section
of project OSGPS. See the OpenSource
GPS project Web site, www.home.
earthlink.net/~cwkelley/ for access infor-
mation. As of early January 2006, version
2.00 appears to be working well with
minor debugging needed.

Comments and suggestions are most
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Minding Your Is and Qs
A radio signal may be represented, in general, as

where A is the instantaneous amplitude, v is the instantaneous
carrier frequency in radians per second, and w is the instanta-
neous phase offset. Depending on the modulation type, the
amplitude, frequency, and phase can be functions of time.

How can we determine the amplitude and phase of an
unknown signal if we only know its frequency? A common
approach starts by multiplying the signal by a pair of reference
signals

These reference signals are 90° out of phase with each other. In
other words, they are orthogonal or in-phase quadrature.
The resulting signals are

Using a bit of trigonometry, we find that

with the signal products consisting of a zero frequency (direct
current) component and one with a frequency equal to twice
the signal frequency. If these signals are low-pass filtered, we
obtain

I and Q are known as the in-phase and quadrature-phase (or
quadra-phase) signal components, respectively because I is
maximized when the unknown signal is phase aligned with 

cos(vt) and Q is maximized when the unknown signal is phase
aligned with sin(vt).

The amplitude of the unknown signal can then be deter-
mined using the vector magnitude of the I and Q components:

and the phase can be determined using the four-quadrant 
arctangent of the ratio of the Q and I components:

If a radio receiver provides both in-phase and quadrature-
phase local oscillator signals, then an amplitude modulated
(AM) radio signal can be demodulated using the vector mag-
nitude of the filtered I and Q intermediate-frequency products.
In fact, signals using any of the common modulation tech-
niques can be demodulated by manipulating the I and Q
products. The approach works whether using analog or 
digitized signals.

In a digital GPS receiver, after suitable down conver-
sion of the received signal and digitization, in-phase and
quadrature-phase sampled data are produced using I and Q
replica carriers (including carrier Doppler shift) from a numer-
ical (digitally) controlled oscillator. The I and Q signals are cor-
related separately with early, prompt, and late replica pseudo-
random noise codes (plus code Doppler) synthesized by the
code generator. Just two (prompt and dithered) replicas 
can be used if the dithered replica can be selected to be 
early or late. After integration of the resulting signals, base-
band processing occurs using code and carrier tracking loop
discriminators and loop filters to provide correction signals 
for the code and phase tracking loops and to provide measure-
ments of the replica code phase and replica carrier Doppler
phase, which can be converted into pseudorange and carrier-
phase measurements for positioning, navigation, and timing
solutions. 

A transmitted radio signal itself may include separate 
I and Q components. For example, the GPS L1 signal is modu-
lated with the C/A-code and the navigation message on the
in-phase channel and the P(Y)-code and the navigation mes-
sage on the quadrature channel. — R.B.L.
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CORRECTION
The "Minding Your Is and Qs" sidebar has been corrected for several sign errors. Other sign conventions for the reference signals and I and Q components are possible with the same results.
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welcome. Please direct them to Clifford
Kelley at cwkelley@earthlink.net or to
Douglas Baker at dbaker@gpscreations.com.

Further Reading
See Part I of this article in the January
2006 issue of GPS World.
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